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INTRODUCTION

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are a health and financial burden, particularly affecting sexually active, premenopausal women (1). About
50% of women will experience a UTI in their lifetime, with 10.5 million
cases of UTIs occurring in 2007 in the United States alone (2). In placebocontrolled studies of UTI outcome, most women maintain bladder
infections for weeks after an acute cystitis episode if not treated with
antibiotics, whereas other women clear the infection without antibiotic
treatment (3, 4). These two outcomes of infection, either self-limiting or
chronic cystitis, have been modeled in mice (5–7). Effective treatment of
UTIs is becoming more challenging because antibiotic resistance rates are
increasing (8). In addition, although antibiotic therapy effectively resolves
most UTIs, about 20 to 30% of women will experience a recurrent UTI
(rUTI) within 6 months of initial infection (9, 10). This highlights the
need to better understand the pathogenic mechanisms that facilitate acute
bacterial colonization of the urinary tract and determine UTI outcome.
The most common cause of community-acquired UTIs is uropathogenic Escherichia coli (UPEC) (2). E. coli strains are diverse and have
been characterized into pathotypes based on their ability to cause particular diseases (11, 12). Pathotypes include intestinal pathogens such as
Shiga toxin–producing E. coli and extraintestinal pathogenic E. coli
strains such as UPEC. E. coli are also subdivided into phylogenetic
clades (for example, A, B1, B2, D, and E) based on their genetic similarity (13, 14). In the United States and Europe, most UPEC strains are
from the B2 clade, although members of clades A, B1, and D cause 25 to
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50% of cystitis (15–19). In East Asia, clade D strains predominate in
community-acquired UTI followed by B2 strains (20, 21). All
commonly studied UPEC isolates, including UTI89, CFT073, NU14,
and 536 (22–25), are B2 members, whereas non-B2 strains have not
been extensively characterized. Thus, it is unknown whether non-B2
UPEC strains use the same virulence mechanisms as B2 UPEC strains.
Study of prototypical B2 UPEC isolates, such as the model UPEC
strain UTI89 originally isolated from a woman with cystitis (26), has
shown that the chaperone usher pathway (CUP) type 1 pilus is critical
for bladder colonization in diverse mouse models (27). The fim operon,
which encodes the proteins for assembly of type 1 pili, is part of the core
E. coli genome, found in nearly every E. coli strain (28). Further, in research of the model strain UTI89, it has been shown that type 1 pili
expression is tightly coregulated with numerous factors including
flagella and S and P CUP pili (29). Type 1 pili are tipped by the adhesin
FimH, which binds specifically to mannosylated uroplakins lining
the superficial bladder epithelium (30) and mannosylated proteins
expressed on underlying layers of epithelial cells (31), thus mediating
critical steps in bladder colonization and UTI progression. Subsequent
to FimH attachment, E. coli can invade the superficial umbrella bladder
cells (32) and escape into the cytoplasm where they rapidly replicate to
form clonal, biofilm-like intracellular bacterial communities (IBCs)
of ~104 colony-forming units (CFU) while protected from the host
immune response (33, 34). Upon IBC maturation, UTI89 bacteria
transform into long filaments and burst out of the superficial umbrella
cells of the bladder into the bladder lumen where they invade other epithelial cells and form new IBCs (34). Most clinical UPEC isolates that
have been tested are able to form IBCs in mice, and each of six different
inbred mouse strains tested support IBC formation (35). After the discovery of IBCs in mouse UTI models, IBCs and filamentous bacteria
were documented in human urine collected from clinical UTI cases
(36, 37).
Despite decades of research using model UPEC strains, universal bacterial features that enable E. coli uropathogenesis remain
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Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are caused by uropathogenic Escherichia coli (UPEC) strains. In contrast to many enteric
E. coli pathogroups, no genetic signature has been identified for UPEC strains. We conducted a high-resolution comparative genomic study using E. coli isolates collected from the urine of women suffering from frequent recurrent
UTIs. These isolates were genetically diverse and varied in their urovirulence, that is, their ability to infect the bladder
in a mouse model of cystitis. We found no set of genes, including previously defined putative urovirulence factors
(PUFs), that were predictive of urovirulence. In addition, in some patients, the E. coli strain causing a recurrent UTI
had fewer PUFs than the supplanted strain. In competitive experimental infections in mice, the supplanting strain
was more efficient at colonizing the mouse bladder than the supplanted strain. Despite the lack of a clear genomic
signature for urovirulence, comparative transcriptomic and phenotypic analyses revealed that the expression of key
conserved functions during culture, such as motility and metabolism, could be used to predict subsequent colonization of the mouse bladder. Together, our findings suggest that UTI risk and outcome may be determined by
complex interactions between host susceptibility and the urovirulence potential of diverse bacterial strains.
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Human UAEC strains are diverse and caused both
same-strain and different-strain rUTI
A total of 43 E. coli isolates were collected from 14 women with frequent
rUTI (fig. S1 and tables S1 and S2). Because all of these strains were
isolated from the urine of women but not necessarily collected during
diagnosed UTIs, we refer to these strains as UAEC rather than UPEC.
Whole-genome sequences of all 43 UAEC were determined, assembled,
annotated, and combined with genomic data from 46 previously sequenced representative E. coli from various clades and pathotypes to
evaluate aspects of their relatedness and gene content (table S3). We
found that 60 to 75% of each strain’s genome consisted of core genes,
defined as genes present in all strains being analyzed, whereas the variable genome comprised the remaining 25 to 40% (fig. S2A). We constructed a maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree using the 2746
single-copy genes present in the core genome of all the E. coli isolates
(Fig. 1). Consistent with previous studies of UPEC (15–19), more than
two-thirds (67.4%, 29 of 43) of our UAEC strains fell within the B2
clade. The remaining UAEC fell within three other E. coli clades (four
in clade A, eight in clade B1, and two in clade D).
In some patients, UAEC isolated at consecutive time points were
tightly grouped within the phylogenetic tree, indicating same-strain
rUTI. In contrast, UAEC collected at consecutive time points in other
patients were not closely related, which is consistent with differentstrain rUTI. As has been carried out in previous studies (42), cluster
analysis of pairwise single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) distances
between all UAEC isolates revealed 13 different clonal groups comprised of two to four isolates each (fig. S2B and table S2). Eight UAEC
did not group with any other isolate, and each was assigned to its own
core clonal group. On the basis of clonal group membership, we identified 12 same-strain recurrences and 6 different-strain recurrences
from a total of 18 rUTI events (table S2). Eleven of 12 same-strain rUTIs
were caused by B2 strains, which was a statistically significant enrichment relative to the phylogenetic distribution of the UAEC tested in our
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largely undefined. Carriage of putative urovirulence factors (PUFs) is
thought to enhance E. coli uropathogenicity and is used to measure
and categorize clinical UPEC strains isolated from different patient populations (16, 20, 38, 39). PUFs were identified through their enrichment
in UTI isolates when compared to non–UTI-associated E. coli (38–41).
Although numerous sets of PUFs have been used to assess urovirulence
(16, 20, 38–41) and strains with more PUFs are considered more uropathogenic than strains with fewer PUFs, a direct role in pathogenicity
remains to be defined for most PUFs.
Here, we examined a set of 43 human urine-associated E. coli
(UAEC) strains isolated at symptomatic and asymptomatic time points
from the urine of 14 women with frequent rUTIs. We tested whether
UAEC isolates shared common genes that classified strains with
increased virulence from those with lesser virulence in defined experimental mouse models. Surprisingly, we observed no correlation between gene content, including PUFs, and the ability to cause cystitis
in C3H/HeN mouse models. However, we found that environmentally
responsive phenotypes and specific transcriptional responses to in vitro
conditions could discriminate whether strains would be more or less
efficient at bladder colonization when tested in the C3H/HeN acute cystitis mouse model. We also determined that some UAEC were robust
colonizers in multiple mouse models, whereas others were only efficient
at colonizing the bladder in some models.
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UAEC sequenced in this study
* Representative strains
Reference E. coli (UPEC and non-UPEC)
Model UPEC

Fig. 1. Phylogenetic distribution of UAEC strains from rUTI patients. The phylogenetic relatedness of the UAEC strains (n = 43; taxon labels in red) was contextualized within
the broader phylogeny of reference E. coli strains (n = 46; taxon labels in black) by comparing the single-copy core genes of the strains using the RAxML algorithm. Reference E. coli
strains that were associated with urinary disease (for example, cystitis, pyelonephritis,
or asymptomatic bacteriuria) are set in boldface. Asterisks indicate UAEC strains chosen
as representative isolates for their clonal clusters (fig. S2B). Bootstrap supports are indicated at internal nodes, and bootstrap values >95 have been removed. UAEC strains were
found in four out of five E. coli clades (indicated by red and purple bars on the left). Black
arrows indicate model UPEC strains commonly used in UTI research.
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cohort (P < 0.05, hypergeometric test). For further analyses, we then
selected a representative UAEC strain from each of the clonal groups,
including core clonal groups with a single member, resulting in a representative collection of 21 UAEC isolates that encompassed the genetic,
phylogenetic, and phenotypic diversity of our strain set, including 11
clade B2, 2 clade A, 6 clade B1, and 2 clade D strains (table S2).

Bladder colonization in C3H/HeN mice by UAEC is variable
and not restricted to B2 strains
Although each of our UAEC strains was recovered from the urine of a
patient and thus able to colonize a human bladder, differences in patient
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Fig. 2. Carriage of PUFs is enriched in both UAEC and non-UAEC strains from the B2 clade. (A) Comparisons between indicated groups were performed using the MannWhitney U test. Significant differences were calculated for each group, and significant results are indicated as follows: ***P < 0.001; ****P < 0.0001. (B) Clinical UAEC strains and
reference E. coli strains that were not associated with urinary disease (non-UAEC) (x axis) were examined for the presence of 31 PUF sequences (y axis) using the Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) and alignment-based searches. The binary presence of PUFs (indicated by black squares) was tallied for each strain and for each PUF (indicated in
parentheses on both axes). Two-dimensional hierarchical clustering identified clusters of PUFs that tended to co-occur in UAEC strains (dendrogram along the y axis) and showed
that PUF carriage was associated with phylogeny (dendrogram along the x axis; phylogeny indicated in the column labeled Clade).
Schreiber et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 9, eaaf1283 (2017)
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Carriage of PUFs correlates with B2 clade membership in
human urine and nonurine isolates of E. coli
As carried out previously (38–40), we calculated a PUF score for each representative UAEC and non-UAEC control strain using an alignmentbased analysis of 31 previously defined PUFs (table S4) (20, 38–40).
Carriage of PUFs varied considerably among strains, ranging from 2 to
24 PUFs per UAEC genome (median, 13; the model B2 UPEC strain,
UTI89, encodes 17 PUFs) to 2 to 19 PUFs per non-UAEC genome
(median, 5) (Fig. 2). Of the 31 PUFs, 28 were found in at least one UAEC
genome. We found that B2 E. coli strains carried more PUFs than did nonB2 E. coli strains whether they were associated with urinary disease in
humans (P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 2A). Further, using
unsupervised hierarchical clustering of PUF carriage, we found that
strains generally clustered on the basis of B2 clade membership, rather
than their association with urinary disease (Fig. 2B), indicating that PUF
carriage was biased by phylogeny and was not specific to uropathogens.

genetics, behavior, and infection history can influence susceptibility to
UTI (9, 43–45). To control for host genetics and environmental factors
that could confound comparisons of colonization efficiency among the
UAEC strains, we characterized the ability of each of 21 representative
strains to colonize the genetically homogenous C3H/HeN mouse model
of cystitis. Each UAEC strain and a model UPEC strain, UTI89, were
inoculated into the bladder of at least five C3H/HeN mice. Bacterial
burdens, measured in CFU, were determined in both the bladder and
kidneys at 24 hours postinfection (hpi) (Fig. 3A and fig. S3). We observed
a range of bladder bacterial burdens (200 to 108 CFU per bladder) at
24 hpi with three colonizer groups emerging among the tested UAEC
strains. Twelve of 21 strains were “robust colonizers” where UAEC titers
were greater than 104 CFU in every infected mouse bladder, 4 of 21
strains were “deficient colonizers” where UAEC titers were less than
104 in every infected bladder, and 5 of 21 strains were “variable colonizers” where UAEC titers ranged both above and below 104 CFU per
bladder of infected mice (Fig. 3A). Kidney colonization generally correlated with bladder colonization (fig. S3). Notably, both B2 and nonB2 strains were among the robust colonizers, capable of colonizing the
mouse bladder at rates similar to UTI89, indicating that efficient bladder
colonization of C3H/HeN mice was achievable by strains outside of the
B2 clade. Whereas C3H/HeN bladder colonization varied among
UAEC at 24 hpi, the titers of these isolates were markedly higher than
those of gut-associated E. coli strains collected from adult humans who
did not have urinary tract disease. These strains included model E. coli
strains and strains from the feces of healthy adults (46, 47) and were
comparable to our UAEC collection in the distribution of B2 versus
non-B2 strains (table S5). We found that only one of nine gut-associated
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Fig. 3. Increased PUF carriage does not correlate with increased colonization efficiency. (A) The colonization efficiencies of 21 representative UAEC strains and the model
strain UTI89 from indicated clades were tested in C3H/HeN mice. Bacteria were enumerated from individual harvested bladders at 24 hpi (black boxes). Each UAEC strain was
categorized as “deficient” (n = 4; blue stippled outline) at <104 CFU per bladder, “variable” (n = 5; orange outline) above and below 104 CFU per bladder, or “robust” (n = 12; green
outline) at >104 CFU per bladder. The black broken horizontal line represents the limit of detection (LOD) of bacteria. Data presented represent the median (gray bar) of mouse
inoculations for each strain. (B) No enrichment of PUF carriage, as measured by PUF scores, was found in comparisons of robust, variable, or deficient colonizer strains. Comparisons were performed with Mann-Whitney U test; horizontal solid bars indicate median values. (C) Using Spearman’s rank correlation (r statistic indicated at the top), there was no
significant correlation between carriage of PUFs and bladder burden with UAEC strains at 24 hpi. Squares indicate the median bladder colonization of B2 (red) or non-B2 (purple)
UAEC strains.

E. coli, a clade A strain, was capable of robustly colonizing mouse bladders
at 24 hpi, whereas five of nine strains were deficient and the remaining
four strains were variable (fig. S4A). Thus, a significantly higher proportion of UAEC strains robustly colonized the C3H/HeN mouse model
than did gut-associated E. coli at 24 hpi (P < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test) (table
S5 and fig. S4).
Given that early bladder colonization is enhanced by the formation
of IBCs characterized using model B2 UPEC strains (33, 34, 48, 49), we
sought to determine whether diverse B2 and non-B2 UAEC strains
from our collection followed the same pathogenic cascade as model
B2 strains. As for the UPEC strain UTI89 (49), we found that five of
six phylogenetically diverse UAEC were competent for IBC formation
(fig. S5 and table S6) in C3H/HeN mice at 6 hpi, suggesting that both B2
and non-B2 UAEC strains exhibited pathogenic mechanisms similar to
that of the model B2 UPEC strain. Notably, the only deficient colonizer
strain tested among the group clade A strain 11.1a was also the strain
that did not form IBCs at this single time point, supporting previous
reports that IBC formation is linked to bladder colonization (49).
Schreiber et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 9, eaaf1283 (2017)
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Carriage of PUFs is not required for bladder colonization in
C3H/HeN mice but may provide a competitive advantage in
chronic cystitis
Although UAEC strains with both high and low PUF scores caused
rUTI among the women in our cohort, we sought to determine whether
PUF content could explain the observed differences in bladder colonization in the C3H/HeN mouse model (Fig. 3A). We observed no significant differences in the carriage of PUFs when comparing UAEC strains
that were robust (range, 2 to 20; median, 16), variable (range, 2 to 24;
median, 7), or deficient (range, 4 to 12; median, 3.5) colonizers of the C3H/
HeN mice (P > 0.05, Kruskal-Wallis test and Mann-Whitney U tests)
(Fig. 3B). Further, we found no significant correlation between PUF
carriage and bladder bacterial burden in C3H/HeN mice (P > 0.05,
Spearman’s rank correlation) (Fig. 3C).
In mice, chronic cystitis is defined as the development of persistent
high-titer (>104 CFU/ml) bacteriuria, high-titer bladder bacterial
burdens, and chronic inflammation with persistent lymphoid aggregates at sacrifice >4 weeks postinfection. Chronic cystitis and bladder
4 of 13
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Variations in UAEC gene expression under defined
conditions predict the outcome of acute cystitis in mice
It is possible that UAEC strains share some genomic feature that is not
currently identified as a PUF. Thus, we also performed an in-depth, unbiased comparative genomic analysis between robust and deficient colonizer strains of UAEC to find any possible cryptic PUF genes or
genomic signature that would clearly delineate these two groups. Our
analysis revealed that no orthologous genes were exclusive to either
robust or deficient colonizers and that there was no significant enrichment of specific functional domains or enzymatic pathways in either
colonizer group after correcting for variance between strains. Using a
relaxed definition of enrichment (that is, present in >80% of one group
and <20% of the other group), we found that two orthogroups were
enriched in the deficient colonizer UAEC relative to robust colonizer
strains, namely, the brnTA genes encoding a type 2 toxin-antitoxin
(table S7) (51). The brnTA genes, whose function in pathogenesis

Competitive index
(log10)

Later time point rUTI isolates outcompete those collected at
enrollment regardless of PUF carriage
Previous research has shown that different-strain rUTIs can occur
when the recurrent strain outcompetes the initial UTI strain in the
gastrointestinal tract and bladder (50). In two patients in our cohort,

patients 9 and 41, a UAEC strain with a higher PUF score (strain 9.1a,
PUF score = 13; strain 41.1a, PUF score = 20) was supplanted by a
UAEC strain with a lower PUF score (strain 9.2p, PUF score = 3;
strain 41.4p, PUF score = 7). We hypothesized that the supplanting
strains would be fitter in colonizing the murine bladder than the initial
UTI strains collected from the same patient. In two separate
experiments, we inoculated equal numbers of the initial and supplanting strains from patients 9 and 41 into the bladders of C3H/HeN
mice, respectively, and the relative bacterial titers were determined
from urine at 24 hpi using strain-specific antibiotic resistance markers
(Fig. 5). In both experiments, we found that the supplanting strains
outcompeted the initial UTI strains at 24 hpi despite the fact that
strains 41.4p and 9.2p carried considerably fewer PUF genes.
Together, these data suggest that bladder colonization was not limited
to B2 UAEC strains or strains with high carriage of PUFs.
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Fig. 4. Both B2 and non-B2 UAEC strains cause chronic cystitis in mice. Incidence
of chronic cystitis, defined as persistent high-titer bacteriuria (>104 CFU/ml of urine),
high-titer bladder colonization (>104 CFU per bladder), and chronic inflammation at
28 dpi, was measured for a subset of B2 and non-B2 UAEC strains infecting C3H/HeN
mice. Both B2 and non-B2 UAEC strains could cause chronic cystitis in mice. PUF
scores and incidence of chronic cystitis are indicated for each strain. Horizontal bars
indicate median values.
Schreiber et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 9, eaaf1283 (2017)
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41.4p
(clade B1, PUF = 7)
versus
41.1a
(clade B2, PUF = 20)

9.2p
(clade B1, PUF = 3)
versus
9.1a
(clade D, PUF = 13)

Fig. 5. PUF carriage does not increase competitive advantage during coinfection. UAEC strains isolated from two patients (9 and 41) with different straininduced rUTIs were differentially marked with antibiotic resistance markers. C3H/HeN
mice were then coinfected with the supplanting strain (9.2p or 41.4p) at an equal
dose with the enrollment strain from the same patient (9.1a or 41.1a, respectively).
A competitive index was calculated from the ratio of the supplanting strains over
their enrollment strains in the urine from each mouse at 24 hpi. Clades and PUF
scores are indicated for each strain. Horizontal bars indicate median values.
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inflammation result in large-scale remodeling of the bladder mucosa,
which can last for weeks or months after antibiotic treatment to clear
the infection (6, 7). This remodeling is evident in changes to the bladder
itself and in host susceptibility to recurrent infection, exemplified by (i)
an altered transcriptional profile, (ii) an altered urothelial membrane
proteome, (iii) defects in superficial cell maturation, (iv) changes to bacterial occupation of different habitats, and (v) differential host responses
upon subsequent bacterial exposure (6, 7). To determine the effects of
PUF carriage on the ability of UAEC to cause chronic cystitis, we
examined three non-B2 strains [41.4p (clade B1, PUF score = 7), 9.1a
(clade D, PUF score = 13), and 9.2p (clade B1, PUF score = 3)] and three
B2 UAEC strains [20.1a (PUF score = 16), 35.1a (PUF score = 16), and
41.1a (PUF score = 20)] for their ability to cause persistent, high-titer
bacteriuria (>104 CFU/ml of urine), high-titer bladder colonization
(>104 CFU per bladder), and chronic inflammation at 28 days postinfection (dpi) in juvenile C3H/HeN mice. We found that all of the tested
UAEC strains were capable of causing chronic cystitis at varying frequencies, including the non-B2 UAEC strains (range, 20 to 90%)
(Fig. 4). These rates were comparable to the rates of chronic cystitis
caused by B2 UAEC strains and UTI89 (range, 10 to 60%) (5). Together,
our results indicate that several non-B2 strains carrying few PUFs were
capable of causing both acute and chronic UTI in C3H/HeN mice in
addition to causing clinical infection in women. Whereas the carriage
of many PUFs was not essential for non-B2 UAEC strains to cause
chronic cystitis in mice, B2 UAEC strains that carried many PUF genes
were enriched in isolates causing same-strain rUTI (11 of 12 samestrain UTIs were caused by B2 UAEC). We found that specific deletion
from UTI89 of a large pathogenicity-associated island, PAI IIUTI89,
carrying 124 genes including four PUFs (papgIII, hek, cnf1, and hlyA)
did not result in a competitive defect against the wild-type strain during
acute time points (1 to 3 dpi) in urine. However, the mutant strain was
outcompeted in the urine during chronic time points (≥7 dpi) (fig. S6A)
and in the bladder and kidney tissue at sacrifice 28 dpi (fig. S6B).
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and regulation in E. coli are unknown, were identified in all four defi- these culture conditions (Padj < 0.05; fold change, >3) (table S9) with
cient colonizer strains; however, they were not specific to deficient col- B2 strains having fewer differentially expressed genes relative to
onizers because they were also found in 2 of the 12 robust colonizers UTI89 than non-B2 strains (fig. S8A). However, the expression of a
(12.1a and 26.1a). Further, the number of hits identified here fell below large number of core genes differed among the clinical UAEC strains,
our threshold for type 1 errors, which was determined by extensive per- including both the B2 and non-B2 strains, although they were grown
mutations of the enrichment analysis (see Supplementary Materials and under identical culture conditions. Differentially expressed genes were
Methods). Thus, we found that the enrichment of these two genes in scattered throughout the genome, and many were clustered in operons
deficient colonizers was likely due to random chance.
encoding flagella, pilus, and chemotaxis machinery (fig. S8B). Notably,
Whereas differences in gene carriage could not clearly discriminate under this culture condition, the average expression of genes in the fim
between these two groups of UAEC strains, we hypothesized that dif- operon encoding type 1 pili was lower in deficient colonizers than robust
ferences in how core bacterial functions are regulated, such as pili pro- colonizers and corresponded with the results of our hemagglutination
duction, might be able to explain the variation that we observed in assay. We also found that most PUFs present in each strain were exmouse bladder colonization and UTI outcome. We found variability pressed under these conditions, although at different levels when comin pili function among our UAEC strains with mannose-sensitive he- paring across strains (table S10).
magglutination titers, denoting the expression of type 1 pili, ranging
To explore whether transcriptional profiles under inoculum
from 0 to 210 (fig. S7A) despite the presence of an intact fim operon growth conditions were able to predict bladder colonization efficiency,
in 20 of the 21 UAEC strains, as determined using custom BLAST we performed principal components analysis (PCA) on the complete
and alignment-based searches (see Supplementary Materials and set of core genome transcriptional profiles relative to UTI89 (Fig. 6A).
Methods). Notably, the closely related B2 strains 20.1a, 21.1a, and We found a distinct pattern that separated the profiles of deficient and
35.1a had high mannose-resistant hemagglutination titers (>24), denot- robust colonizers along the principal component 2 (PC2) axis, which
ing expression of a non–type 1 pilus, under culture conditions that typ- explained 19.2% of the variance between the UAEC strains. Variable
ically induce mannose-sensitive hemagglutination phenotypes in model colonizers grouped with robust colonizers and away from deficient
B2 strains such as UTI89, including S pili (fig. S7B) (52, 53). We found colonizers in this analysis. Further, PCA showed a separation between
that robust colonizer strains had significantly higher hemagglutination titers
A
B
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(iv) the model B2 strain UTI89 (table Fig. 6. Differential expression of core genes by UAEC strains distinguishes robust from deficient colonizers. (A) PCA
was used to cluster UAEC strains based on their expression of 3340 core genes under type 1 pili–inducing culture conditions
S8). Pairwise comparisons of transcript
used to culture bacteria before inoculation into mouse bladders. B2 strains separated from non-B2 strains along PC1, whereas
abundance for the 10 UAEC strains rel- robust colonizers separated from deficient colonizers along PC2. Linear regression identified the expression of 42 core genes
ative to the UTI89 strain revealed 753 under type 1 pili–inducing conditions, as correlated with bladder bacterial burden at 24 hpi in C3H/HeN mice after correction
genes (of 3516 core genes or ~21.4%) for false discovery (P < 0.1). These 42 genes included pathway genes mediating nutrient uptake, such as lamB (B), and chethat were differentially expressed in at motaxis, such as tar (C), shown here as representative examples. Data presented represent averages derived from three
least 1 of the 10 UAEC strains under independent experiments that were corrected for variance in read depth between samples and gene length.
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most UAEC strains colonized the C57BL/6 mouse bladders at rates
similar to the C3H/HeN bladders at 24 hpi, two strains, 31.1a (clade B1,
PUF score = 4) and 41.1a (clade B2, PUF score = 20), showed significantly lower bladder bacterial burdens in C57BL/6 mice (P < 0.01,
Mann-Whitney U test) (Fig. 7). Notably, the reduction in colonization
ability did not appear to be based on genetic background or phylogeny
of the bacterial strains because other UAEC strains carrying similar
numbers of PUFs and strains from the same clades as 31.1a and 41.1a
colonized C3H/HeN and C57BL/6 mouse bladders at similar levels.
Quiescent intracellular reservoirs are small collections of dormant
UPEC cells that remain in LAMP-1 (lysosomal-associated membrane
protein 1)–positive vesicles in the underlying uroepithelium and represent another mode of bladder colonization within a different host
environment. Quiescent intracellular reservoirs persist in the bladder
even after apparent clearance of bacteria from the kidneys and urine
and may be able to seed same-strain rUTI (60). In addition to acute
cystitis, C57BL/6 mice have been used to model the formation of quiescent intracellular reservoirs. In general, quiescent intracellular reservoirs can be detected through plating bladder homogenates 14 dpi after
the clearance of bacteriuria and kidney infection, as has been carried out
previously (55). We tested four robust colonizer UAEC strains, including 9.1a (clade D, PUF score = 13), 9.2p (clade B1, PUF score = 3), 35.1a
(clade B2, PUF score = 16), and 41.1a (clade B2, PUF score = 20), and
the model B2 UTI89 strain (PUF score = 17) and found that all five
strains resulted in detectable bladder CFU at 14 dpi (fig. S11) despite
sterile urine, indicating the existence of quiescent intracellular reservoirs. However, the non-B2 strain 9.1a produced lower bladder bacterial
burdens at this time point than did other tested strains, including the
non-B2 strain 9.2p, which was isolated from the same patient. Strain
9.1a also produced fewer IBCs than did other strains tested (table S6).
Thus, diverse UAEC strains could colonize multiple host backgrounds.
However, the relative efficiency of mouse bladder colonization varied
between different UAEC strains in the same host background, and
individual UAEC strains had different relative abilities to infect the
bladders of mice with different genetic backgrounds.

CFU per bladder
(log )

UAEC strains vary in their ability to colonize the bladders of
mice of different genetic backgrounds
Our data suggest that dynamic features (for example, transcriptional
control of core E. coli genes) rather than static characteristics (for example, carriage of PUFs) could predict the relative efficiency of UAEC
strain colonization of mouse bladder. Thus, differential regulation of
transcriptional networks during in vitro
growth in the colonization inoculum
10
may have served to prime UAEC bladder
**
**
colonization. To determine whether this
8
“priming” transcriptional response was
universal in predicting colonization among
6
different mouse strains, we inoculated a
subset of our UAEC strains into C57BL/6
4
mice, which was a different host environment with a different immune response
2
to infection. As with the C3H/HeN mouse
model, the UAEC strains showed a var0
iable ability to colonize the bladders of
Strain 11.1a
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D
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>107 CFU per bladder at 24 hpi (Fig. 7).
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colonization group
Burden in single mouse
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bladder colonization for each UAEC strain
Average burden
Average burden
Deficient
Variable
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in C57BL/6 mice than seen in C3H/HeN
Fig. 7. Colonization efficiency by UAEC strains varies between mouse models. Select UAEC strains were inoculated
mice; for example, the highly variable into C3H/HeN mice (black squares and light gray bars) and C57BL/6 mice (black circles and dark gray bars). Bacteria were
strains in C3H/HeN colonization exper- enumerated from individual harvested bladders at 24 hpi (black squares and circles). Median values for each infection are
iments, 2.2r and 17.1a, showed a more given (gray bars). Each UAEC infection of the two mouse strains was categorized separately as “deficient” (blue stippled
narrow distribution of bladder burden outline), “variable” (orange outline), or “robust” (green outline). Bladder colonization between C3H/HeN and C57BL/6 mice
at 24 hpi in the C57BL/6 mice. Whereas was significantly different for strains 31.1a and 41.1a by Mann-Whitney U test, **P < 0.01.
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UAEC strains along PC1 (25.6% of variance) that correlated with
clade membership (that is, B2 versus non-B2), suggesting that differences in gene expression associated with phylogeny are distinct from
those that separate deficient and robust colonizers. Using a linear regression analysis, we systematically evaluated how expression of each
gene (using normalized read counts per gene) correlated with bacterial
burden at 24 hpi in the mouse bladder. After correcting for false discovery, we identified a total of 42 core genes whose expression in static
LB correlated with subsequent bladder colonization efficiency in C3H/
HeN mice at 24 hpi (fig. S9 and table S11). These included genes encoding sugar-transport proteins, such as the LamB maltoporin (Fig.
6B), and other genes associated with maltose transport (54, 55), as well
as the Tar protein (Fig. 6C), a chemotactic sensor of aspartate and
maltose (56, 57). Most linear regression curves had negative beta coefficients, indicating that deficient colonizers had higher expression of
these genes than robust colonizers. We grouped these 42 core genes
into functional pathways (58, 59), which showed a total of six
functions that were enriched, including motility, chemotaxis, and carbohydrate transport (table S12). These results indicate that, under
culture conditions used for growth of bacteria before infecting mice,
core bacterial behaviors, such as swimming motility and nutrient
transport, were regulated differently between robust and deficient colonizers in UAEC strains. Despite differences in how genes mediating
motility and chemotaxis were expressed, the motility of the clinical
UAEC strains did not correlate with bladder colonization in C3H/
HeN mice at 24 hpi (fig. S10), suggesting that transcriptional control
of motility, rather than the in vitro phenotype itself, was a predictor of
subsequent colonization efficiency.
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DISCUSSION

Although virulence in other E. coli pathotypes has been tightly linked
to carriage of specific genes, UPEC are distinct in their lack of a signature set of genes that universally distinguishes them from nonUPEC strains. This likely reflects the broad definition of UPEC—
any E. coli strain that is recovered from the urine of a symptomatic
UTI patient—a classification that fails to account for differences in
host susceptibility or the possibility that multiple evolutionary and
mechanistic paths can lead to urovirulence. To better define the determinants of urovirulence, we focused our study on a collection of 43 diverse
UAEC strains isolated from a cohort of 14 women with frequent rUTI.
Here, we have integrated genomic and transcriptomic approaches with
in vitro and in vivo characterization of isolate phenotypes, including
their colonization and pathogenic potential in defined experimental
mouse models of cystitis. Our findings expand our understanding of
the genomic diversity of UPEC and show that differential transcriptional regulation of core genes contributes to pathogenic potential and
that the relative virulence of different E. coli strains varies depending
on host background. We conclude that the range of clinical UTI outcomes reflects a range of complex host-pathogen interactions driven,
in part, by variation in how uropathogens regulate core functions,
affecting their pathogenic potential in hosts with different genetics
and health status.
Phylogenomic analysis of this collection of UAEC strains revealed
patterns of phylogenetic diversity previously reported in other clinical
studies (15–20), including an enrichment of clade B2 strains (67% of
total) and a mixture of same-strain and different-strain rUTIs, with B2
strains dominating same-strain rUTIs (11 of 12 same-strain rUTI isolates fell within the B2 clade) (20). We observed variation in the genomic content of these isolates, up to 40% in pairwise comparisons
between strains, similar to the level of genomic diversity observed in
E. coli overall (13, 14). Genomic diversity among E. coli strains is
thought to be key to the species’ ability to thrive in a multitude of
environments (14). Thus, it is possible that the genetic diversity observed in our cohort of UAEC strains, where two strains may share
Schreiber et al., Sci. Transl. Med. 9, eaaf1283 (2017)
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only 60% of the genes in their genome, reflects the sum of selection
pressures across multiple habitats including but not limited to reservoirs in the gut, intracellular and extracellular locales in the bladder,
and diverse host backgrounds. In addition to other genes, we found
that UAEC strains were variable in their carriage of PUF genes, which
have previously been identified as being enriched in UTI isolates relative to other E. coli strains (20, 38–40). In contrast to this, we found that,
if phylogeny was taken into account, there was no enrichment of PUFs
in UAEC strains relative to non-UAEC strains. Thus, the enrichment of
PUFs in urinary isolates of E. coli reported previously may be due to a
combination of the enrichment of clade B2 in urinary isolates and the
phylogenetic bias in PUF carriage in clade B2 strains.
The molecular mechanisms of pathogenicity for many PUFs remain poorly defined and may have functions outside of bladder pathogenicity that still enhance the overall virulence of UPEC strains, such
as increasing successful migration from the gut reservoir to the bladder or enabling persistence in host niches outside of the bladder, such
as the vagina. One limitation of our study is that it is solely focused on
bladder virulence, and thus, functions outside of the bladder were not
tested. Further, given the fact that many of these factors are colocalized
on pathogenicity-associated islands common to the B2 clade and absent from other E. coli (62), it is possible that the enrichment of PUFs
results from a type of “genetic hitchhiking” due to some selection for
B2 strains, such as their transcriptional profiles or persistence in gut
reservoirs, rather than selection for the PUF genes themselves. Strikingly, we found that PUF carriage did not correlate with urovirulence
in C3H/HeN mice. Non-B2 UAEC that carried few PUFs were as proficient as B2 UAEC carrying many PUFs in causing cystitis in mice.
We also observed that, in two patients, a UAEC strain with a higher
number of PUFs was supplanted by a UAEC strain with a lower PUF
score. In addition, we found in a mouse model that the supplanting
strains outcompeted the initial UTI strains in co-infection experiments.
However, we found that same-strain rUTI isolates were much more
likely to be from clade B2 than from other clades, which suggests that
B2-specific genomic features, such as carriage of PUFs, other genes,
and/or transcriptional regulatory machinery, may provide an advantage for persisting within hosts between symptomatic episodes of
UTI. Further, whereas PUF carriage was neither necessary nor sufficient for bladder colonization at acute time points, we did find that
deletion of a large pathogenicity island from UTI89, which carried
124 genes including four PUFs, resulted in a loss of fitness during competition in chronic cystitis. Although this result does not directly implicate these four PUFs in bladder colonization, it does show that
carriage of at least some of the genes in this island may provide
competitive advantages during different aspects of disease. All of our
studied isolates came from the urine of women either during or between episodes of rUTI, and thus, all of them, by definition, were uropathogens that are capable of colonizing at least one human bladder.
However, because host genetics, environment, and behavior are important for UTI susceptibility, it is likely that many UAEC strains isolated
from a single patient may be unable to cause infection in all or even
most human bladders. To control for these interhost variations, we assessed the colonization potential of UAEC and non-UAEC strains in
genetically defined animal models under identical environmental conditions. Although mouse bladder colonization by UAEC strains was
markedly higher than that by gut-associated E. coli, we observed that
bladder colonization varied among UAEC isolates under these conditions.
However, even after comparing the gene content of robust and deficient
colonizer UAEC isolates, we found no significant differences in specific
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UAEC strains that robustly colonized mice correlated with
markers of increased UTI severity in patients
An exuberant inflammatory response to an initial UTI is associated
with severity of subsequent infections in mice (5) and susceptibility
to recurrent infections in women (6). This inflammatory response is
cyclooxygenase-2–dependent and is associated with increased neutrophil infiltration across the urothelium during infection, which results
in increased numbers of white blood cells in the urine (5, 6). In addition to neutrophils, the host protects itself from UTI through secretion
of lipocalin-2, which is induced upon infection of the bladder and
helps to sequester iron away from the infecting organism (61). Levels
of lipocalin-2 in the urine correlate with an increase in bacteria in the
urine (bacteriuria) of women (61). To determine whether UAEC
strains having increased virulence in the mouse model caused more
severe UTI in women, we examined white blood cells and lipocalin2 in our cohort of patients infected with robust, variable, or deficient
colonizer UAEC strains. We found that strains defined as robust and
variable colonizer in the C3H/HeN mouse model were associated with
higher numbers of white blood cells in the urine than deficient colonizers during UTI episodes (table S13). Further, we found that robust
colonizers were associated with higher lipocalin-2 in the urine than
either variable or deficient colonizers (table S13).
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factors in the host environment. Mouse models of UTI recapitulate
the histological markers of human UTI. Multiple mouse models have
been developed, each reflecting a portion of the diversity of UTI pathology seen in the clinic [reviewed in (65, 66)]. Consistent with their
ability to cause UTIs in humans, many of our UAEC strains were able
to elicit key hallmarks of human pathogenesis in mouse models of
UTI, including acute cystitis, the formation of IBCs, the development
of chronic cystitis, and persistence in quiescent intracellular reservoirs.
We found that the ability of certain UAEC strains to cause acute cystitis in the C3H/HeN mice correlated with markers of increased UTI
severity in patients. Specifically, UAEC strains that exhibited an
increased ability to cause acute cystitis in the C3H/HeN mouse model
were associated with an increase in leukocytes and lipocalin-2 in the
urine of the patients from which the strains were derived. Lipocalin-2
is known to be associated with increased activation of the immune
response in human UTIs (61). In addition, transmigration of neutrophils across the bladder epithelium, which results in an increase in
leukocytes in the urine, has been associated with UTI severity and recurrence (6).
Our study suggests that each infection by a single UAEC strain in a
single mouse background captures only a small part of the complex
landscape of factors that govern UTI progression and outcome. Specifically, we found that, although most UAEC strains had similar success colonizing the bladder of C57BL/6 and C3H/HeN mice, two
phylogenetically and genetically diverse strains were able to colonize
the C3H/HeN bladder much better than the C57BL/6 bladder, indicating that some feature of the C57BL/6 bladder environment presents a
specific barrier to colonization that could be overcome by some strains
but not others. These findings suggest that the barriers to infection
vary among mouse backgrounds as do the capacities of different
UAEC strains to overcome these barriers. Thus, the outcome of each
UTI is determined by the compatibility of bacterial virulence and host
susceptibility factors involved in that infection. Gaining a more comprehensive understanding of the factors that determine UTI risk and
outcome will require studies of urovirulence using more combinations
of UAEC isolates and mouse backgrounds that better represent the
diversity of bacterial urovirulence potentials and host susceptibilities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design
This study was conducted to identify conserved bacterial features
that enabled bladder colonization and virulence by E. coli and to determine whether these features enabled virulence in all host backgrounds. In a previous study that was approved by the Human
Subjects Review Committee at the University of Washington, 104
women aged 18 to 49 years with a self-reported history of UTI and
a current diagnosis of acute cystitis were enrolled in the analysis cohort and self-collected midstream urine samples daily for 90 days, as
described previously (67). Women were recruited from University of
Washington Health Centers in Seattle, WA. Exclusion criteria for
this cohort included known anatomic or functional abnormalities
of the urinary tract, chronic illness, pregnancy, or development of
acute pyelonephritis (67). From this cohort, a total of 29 women
experienced a rUTI within the 90-day study window and provided
urine samples containing UAEC. We examined strains isolated from
the first 14 of these 29 women, resulting in a total of 43 UAEC isolates collected throughout the study (see fig. S1, table S2, and Supplementary Materials and Methods). Fourteen isolates were collected
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gene content or overall functional potential that could account for the
variability of these strains in colonizing mouse bladders. Another important limitation of our study is our focus on gene carriage among
strains. Because our comparative analysis focused solely on gene content, as determined by orthology, we would not have been able to
identify more subtle genomic differences that could influence uropathogenicity, including variation in promoter sequences or in coding
sequences that might affect gene expression or protein structure and
function.
Although we found no clear genomic signatures that could be identified to discriminate between robust and deficient colonizers, we found
that differences in the expression of core genes shared among all UAEC
strains were predictive of urovirulence in C3H/HeN mouse bladders.
These included genes involved in maltose transport, chemotaxis, and
flagellar assembly that mediate core bacterial behaviors such as nutrient
utilization and motility. The variance in expression of core functions
contrasts with studies showing that shared genes are expressed similarly
in different E. coli strains (63), possibly reflecting different definitions of
the “core genome/transcriptome” between the studies. Our definition
was based on comparisons of genomic sequences, whereas previous reports have identified genes that were “commonly transcribed” to identify a core transcriptome. This variance in transcriptional regulation of
core bacterial behaviors has a direct impact on the ability of UAEC
strains to colonize host bladders. This is exemplified by the differential
regulation of the conserved fim operon, which encodes type 1 pili. Although all but one of our UAEC strains carried an intact fim operon, the
strains varied considerably in their hemagglutination titers, a measure
of piliation. Further, hemagglutination titers correlated well with colonization of the C3H/HeN mouse bladder. We posit that that the regulatory networks that control type 1 pili expression within the different
UAEC strains respond differently to environmental cues. For example,
a set of highly related strains (from patients 20, 21, and 35), all carrying
the fim gene cluster, expressed S pili instead of type 1 pili when grown
under standard type 1 pilus–inducing conditions (24). These strains
were robust colonizers of C3H/HeN mice, indicating that their
increased expression of S pili under inoculum conditions did not prevent their urovirulence. In the UTI89 strain, expression of S and type
1 pili is inversely controlled so that blocking expression of one pilus
type induces the expression of the other (28). Further, differences in
type 1 pili regulation are seen in the ways that UAEC regulate their
motility and pili expression relative to model B2 UPEC strains. For
example, increased expression of type 1 pili is inversely correlated with
expression of flagellar genes in UTI89 (64). Here, we found that the
non-B2 strains exhibiting high expression of type 1 pili also had
increased motility, indicating that the networks mediating coordinated
regulation of flagella and type 1 pilus expression may differ between B2
and non-B2 UAEC strains. Together, our findings implicate the
divergence of transcriptional and regulatory networks as a key driver
of UPEC pathogenesis and underscore the importance of examining
transcriptional regulation of genes in addition to their patterns of carriage to more fully understand the factors underlying bacterial virulence
and host-pathogen interactions. Moreover, our findings suggest that
transcriptional responses to the host environment likely also diverge
among UAEC strains and that, to gain richer insights into the determinants of UTI risk and outcome, we need a better understanding of how
gene expression differences during infection influence bacterial physiology and interactions with the host.
The progression and outcome of a UTI are determined not only by
the virulence potential of the infecting bacteria but also by myriad
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at enrollment, 18 isolates were collected during rUTI, and 11 isolates
were from daily urine samples collected at home by the patients in
the days preceding the diagnosis of UTI (Table 1). A single E. coli
isolate was collected from each urine sample using selective plating
techniques (67), and all isolates were stored at −80°C. When possible,
white blood cells and lipocalin-2 were measured in the urine samples, as
described previously (67). E. coli rUTI was defined on the basis of (i) the
presence of E. coli in the urine at ≥102 CFU/ml and (ii) medical diagnosis of a UTI based on symptoms of acute cystitis, such as foulsmelling urine, increased frequency of urination, and/or urgency to
urinate.

Genome data set construction
We constructed draft genomes of the 43 UAEC strains by sequencing
extracted DNA on the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform and assembling
the reads into ordered contigs using Velvet v1.2 (68) and Mauve v2.3.1
(see table S14 and Supplementary Materials and Methods) (69). To
contextualize the UAEC genomes, we constructed a database
containing the 43 draft UAEC genomes and 46 closed E. coli genomes
from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (table S3).
All genomes were reannotated using the Broad Institute’s prokaryote
annotation pipeline (70), and genes were clustered into orthogroups
using the reciprocal best BLAST hits method (71).
Phylogenetic and gene content analysis
Phylogenetic trees were generated using RAxML (72) with bootstrapping on a concatenated alignment of 2746 single-copy core
orthogroups across 89 organisms aligned using MUSCLE (73). SNPs
were calculated in this single-copy core genome and used to identify
clusters of highly related strains (see Supplementary Materials and
Methods). Targeted analysis of PUF genes (table S4) and the fim operon was performed using a combination of BLAST-based interrogation and confirmed by mapping DNA reads to a database of the PUF
and fim genes (see Supplementary Materials and Methods). We compared global gene content differences between deficient colonizing
UAEC and robust colonizers (with UTI89) using a stringent set of
criteria and more relaxed definition of enrichment (see Supplementary
Materials and Methods). In addition to gene content, we also investi-

Table 1. Summary of 43 UAEC isolates from women with rUTIs.
Isolation time point
Enrollment*

14

rUTI*
Before recurrence

18
†

11

Total
*Diagnosed UTI.

Number of isolates

43
†No UTI diagnosis.
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Mouse infections
Mouse infections were carried out using previously established models
(5, 77, 78). In preparation for inoculation into mice, bacterial strains
were grown statically in LB at 37°C overnight and then subcultured
1:1000 into 10 ml of fresh LB for a second static outgrowth at 37°C
for 18 to 24 hours to induce expression of type 1 pili (52). Bacteria from
these cultures were harvested and resuspended in 1× phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) for inoculation. Mice used in these experiments were purchased from Charles River Laboratories and Harlan Laboratories. Urine
collections and harvested bladders and kidneys were serially plated on
LB agar plates with or without appropriate antibiotics for enumeration
of bacterial burdens. Competitive indexes were calculated on the basis of
the ratios of marked strains in each mouse replicate.
Detection of IBCs and persistent bladder reservoirs
The formation of IBCs was measured in 7- to 8-week-old female
C3H/HeN mice that were inoculated with the indicated strain as described earlier (see “Mouse infections” above). IBCs were visualized at
6 hpi with a–E. coli antibodies, and bladder cells were counterstained
with wheat germ agglutinin. Persistent bladder reservoirs were
measured in C57BL/6 mice that were inoculated with the indicated
strain. Mice were sacrificed after 2 weeks for enumeration of bacterial
burdens in the bladders and kidneys. Mice that developed chronic infections, as determined by urine titers collected during the 2-week infection, or mice that had visible kidney abscesses were removed from
this analysis.
Phenotypic analyses
For all phenotypic analyses, clinical UAEC were first grown under
type 1 pili–inducing conditions (see “Mouse infections” above). Hemagglutination assays were performed with guinea pig erythrocytes
in PBS with or without 2% methyl-a-D-mannopyranoside incubated
at 4°C overnight. Swimming motility assays were performed in 0.25%
agar LB, and the diameter of the spread of the bacteria was measured
after 6-hour incubation at 37°C.
Generation of RNA-Seq data
After growth under type 1 pili–inducing conditions (see “Mouse infections” above), RNA was extracted from select UAEC strains grown in
triplicate, and Illumina complementary DNA (cDNA) libraries were constructed following the RNAtag-seq protocol (see Supplementary
Materials and Methods) (79). Barcoded cDNA was then sequenced on
the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform. Triplicate RNA-Seq libraries were demultiplexed and mapped to their cognate strain using BWA (BurrowsWheeler Aligner) (80). Targeting a set of 3516 “core transcriptome
genes” found in UTI89 and 9 of 10 UAEC strains tested, we calculated
differences in expression using DESeq (81). We normalized for read
abundance and gene length, averaged expression levels across the triplicate samples, and then removed genes whose average expression level
across the 11 UAEC fell into the lowest quartile of genes. The remaining
genes were then used in PCA and linear regression with appropriate
controls for multiple hypothesis testing.
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Additional strains used in this project
The model strains MG1655, Sakai, and Nissle 1917 were derived from
pure cultures and stored in glycerol at −80°C. As described in a previous study, gut-associated E. coli were isolated from human feces
collected from healthy adults (46, 47). Briefly, single colonies were
identified as E. coli with isolation plating on differential media, and
glycerol stocks were stored at −80°C.

gated differences in pathways or functional domains between groups
of strains using Pfam (74) and KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes) (75). To provide context for our analysis and estimate
the chance of “false positives” in our results, we calculated the rate
type 1 errors arising from random chance, as described previously
(see Supplementary Materials and Methods) (76).
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Statistical analysis
Colonization groups were defined on the basis of the median value of
mouse bladder colonization by UAEC strains at 24 hpi. Repeated nonparametric Mann-Whitney U tests were used to identify statistically
significant differences in PUF gene carriage, hemagglutination assay
titers, and swimming motility between colonization groups. Further,
repeated Mann-Whitney U tests were used to identify differences in
PUF gene carriage between clades, colonization efficiency of different
inbred mouse strains by UAEC isolates, and persistence of quiescent
intracellular reservoirs by UAEC strains in C57BL/6 mice. Correlations between median bladder burden in C3H/HeN mice and PUF
gene carriage, hemagglutination assay titer, or motility in UAEC
strains were determined using Spearman’s rank correlation test in
separate analyses. UAEC strains were clustered into related groups
using unsupervised hierarchical clustering of SNP distances defined
through pairwise alignments of the core genome. Further, unsupervised clustering was used to identify UAEC strains that shared
similar carriage of PUF genes. A hypergeometric distribution test was
used to compare enrichment of clade B2 strains causing same-strain
rUTI relative to the distribution of B2 strains with our collection of
clinical isolates. Differences in expression of core genes were measured
using the DESeq algorithm. PCA was used to visualize similarities in
core gene expression, and linear regression analysis was used to correlate these differences in gene expression to median bladder burden
at 24 hpi in C3H/HeN mice. Type 1 error modeling was established
with repeated permutation analysis with 1000 replicates and counts of
gene presence/absence and is described in detail in the Supplementary
Materials. Where P values could be assigned, a threshold of significance was established at P < 0.05 after multiple hypothesis testing correction (Padj < 0.05), except for the linear regression analysis of gene
expression to bladder burden, which used a significance threshold of
Padj < 0.1.
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Examining the many facets of Escherichia coli
Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are most commonly caused by uropathogenic Escherichia coli (UPEC). In a
new study, Schreiber et al. undertook an interdisciplinary analysis of an extensive panel of UTI-associated E. coli
strains. They discovered strain-dependent variation in the colonization of two mouse models of UTI. The
expression of conserved bacterial behaviors, such as metabolism and motility, diverged markedly among these
strains and was a better predictor of bladder colonization than carriage of any set of genes, including previously
identified putative urovirulence factors. These findings suggest that UTI risk is determined by the pairing of
variable host susceptibilities with bacterial virulence phenotypes governed by both gene content and expression.

